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Value Creation Services | Overview
We help our clients to achieve tangible results for EBIT and Cash – strong focus on 
implementation and “make it happen” 

All activities and a 
prompt achievement of goals 
will be supported by teams

We help our customers in urgent and difficult situations 
by focusing on operational procedures and rapid 
implementation, as well as providing a clear link to the 
P&L figures and the business plan.

We bring with us a range of proven methods and high 
quality analytical tools that enable rapid analysis and 
identification of TWC potential.
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Workforce Realignment| Optimising production with LEAN principles
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• The principle of optimisation is not to compress the work, but to eliminate 
relevant inefficiencies and to increase the percentage of value of the work which 
is performed

• Work that does not add value but needs to be done in the given circumstances 
should be reduced to the minimum

• Deloitte is optimising in various dimensions of a company:

• Company Level (e.g. capacity consolidation, plant closures or relocations)

• Site Level (e.g. optimisation of layouts, change of production and capacity 
planning)

• Shopfloor and Process Level (e.g. changes or omission of processes that do 
not add value)

As a result, personnel capacities have to be adjusted since many 

resources were not value creating and departments are oversized even 

despite an increase in turnover

By optimising the value chain, inefficiencies are identified and consistently reduced in 
various dimensions of the company – headcount reduction is very often a result

Consequences for operational Restructuring programsLEAN Principle
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Guidelines & Policies
Strikte Budgetierung und Optimierung aller 

sonstigen betrieblichen Aufwendungen

Our pragmatic approach ensures that the essential levers are worked out quickly and 
purposefully – "speed not perfection"

Workforce Realignment| Analysis framework for organisational “waste”
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By pragmatically focusing on value add tasks, processes and organisational units, savings 
in the overhead, including personnel costs can be implemented swiftly 

Workforce Realignment | Exemplary improvement levers

Organisation
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Processes

Governance

Step 1: Dispense Step 2: ImproveExemplary selection of 
common levers

“Clean up” historically grown structures by 

• eliminating positions no longer required

• eliminating inconsistencies, such as 
managers without teams, “microteams” 
etc. (organisational anomalies)

• In case of temporarily underutilised 
capacity use tools like “Kurzarbeit” 

Focus on the absolutely necessary

• stopping not necessary processes (esp. in 
administrational functions)

• eliminating tasks, like reports, reviews, 
process steps that do not add tangible 
value

Cut spending diligently

• creating additional discretionary spend 
approvals

• eliminating fringe benefits, such as gifts, 
company sponsored public transportation 
tickets, etc

Setup structures fitted to current requirements 

• consolidating capacities in production 
plants

• adapting overhead function to lower 
business levels 

Drive efficiencies 

• redesigning efficient processes in updated 
organisational structures 

• eliminating excess process steps, 
information loops, interfaces, etc

Implement market-driven design 

• implementing or adapting service level 
agreements

• implementing true account or product 
profitability
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Our restructuring and legal experts work in tandem with management from the very 
beginning to be ideally prepared and thereby minimise potential risks

Workforce Realignment | Deloitte Joint Workforce Realignment Approach 
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Success 
Factors

• Significant reduction of project duration through joint use 
of integrated simulation model

• Reduction of interfaces, formal barriers and conflicts of 
interest through operational and legal expertise from one 
provider ("next door approach")

• Development of an integrated operational, financial and legal concept

• Optimal preparation and avoiding duplication of work through early 
involvement of all relevant parties (in addition to the proven cooperation 
with Deloitte Legal, Deloitte also closely collaborates with third party 
labour law experts)

Comprehensive 

participation
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Careful consideration of framework conditions and close cooperation with legal experts 
are key success factors for complex workforce reduction programmes

Deloitte Joint Workforce Realignment Approach | Key Success Factors 

Understand specific framework conditions

Identification of specific framework conditions (cash, risk 
preference, urgency, political environment, etc.) is key for 
the development of a successful workforce reduction 
programme

01 Involve specialised lawyers at an early 
stage

Early involvement of all relevant parties, in order to prepare 
the workforce reduction process optimal and avoid 
duplication of work

02

Manage key stakeholders

Early involvement and careful management of key 
stakeholders (such as workers’ councils) creates awareness 
and fosters willingness to cooperate

03 Foster willingness to cooperate

Clear and regular communication with all key stakeholders 
(i.e. employee representatives such as workers’ council) is 
required throughout the entire process to facilitate trusting 
cooperation 

04

Implement PMO

Setup of a qualified PMO facilitates a coordinated and 
successful resolution of financial, operational and legal 
challenges and prevents time delays

05 Set realistic goals

Realistic target setting is key for successful implementation06
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